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Abstract
Observation is an essential tool for understand-
ing and studying human behavior and mental
states. However, coding human behavior is a
time-consuming, expensive task, in which reli-
ability can be difficult to achieve and bias is a
risk. Machine learning (ML) methods offer ways
to improve reliability, decrease cost, and scale up
behavioral coding for application in clinical and
research settings. Here, we use computer vision
to derive behavioral codes or concepts of a gold
standard behavioral rating system, offering famil-
iar interpretation for mental health professionals.
Features were extracted from videos of clinical
diagnostic interviews of children and adolescents
with and without obsessive-compulsive disorder.
Our computationally-derived ratings were compa-
rable to human expert ratings for negative emo-
tions, activity-level/arousal and anxiety. For the
attention and positive affect concepts, our ML
ratings performed reasonably. However, results
for gaze and vocalization indicate a need for im-
proved data quality or additional data modalities.

1. Introduction
Computer vision has the potential to aid mental health pro-
fessionals establish diagnoses and monitor progress of treat-
ment. Visual observations are an important clinical tool
as many psychiatric diagnoses are characterized by either
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increased or decreased motor activity (e.g., attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), anxiety disorders, or de-
pression (Mendes et al., 2018; American Psychiatric Asso-
ciation et al., 2013). However, not all psychiatric disorders
have such distinguishing signs. For example, obsessive
compulsive disorder (OCD) is characterized by intrusive,
repetitive thoughts or actions. The internal processes can-
not be directly observed and may be especially difficult for
children to describe (Thapar et al., 2017). Thus, monitor-
ing more general expressions of emotions and other mental
states and processes holds important clinical information.
For example, facial expressions provide important informa-
tion about moods, emotions and cognitive effort (Barrett
et al., 2016); eye contact or gaze can provide information
about how engaged a person is and the quality of rapport
between clinician and patient (Montague et al., 2011). How-
ever, systematically recording behavioral observations is a
labor-intensive process for humans. Machine learning (ML)
methods have the possibility to automate this process result-
ing in decreased labor and increased efficiency in psychiatric
and behavioral research settings.

Current state-of-the-art computing tools for emotional ex-
pression with video analysis include convolutional neural
networks with a focus on the prediction of action units with
the Facial Action Coding System (FACS) (Grabowski et al.,
2019; Jiang et al., 2022; Washington et al., 2020; de Belen
et al., 2020). Pre-trained models, like OpenFace (Baltru-
saitis et al., 2018), are primarily trained on adult as opposed
to child expressions (Abbasi et al., 2022). Previous studies
have used eye tracking systems to link eye movements and
attention from children with ASD (Cristina & Camilleri,
2016; de Belen et al., 2020). However, as we are analyzing
historical data, no eye tracking devices have been employed,
which comes with different challenges (Liu et al., 2018).
Within human motion tracking, several methods focus on
background subtraction and optical flow (Godbehere et al.,
2012; Kajabad & Ivanov, 2019; Lee et al., 2017). We used
a background subtraction approach in our work due to its
simplicity.

In this work, we aimed to design an interpretable ML ap-
proach that can give actionable feedback to clinicians by
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learning individual, interpretable, concepts. Inspired by re-
cent research with concept bottleneck architectures (Koh
et al., 2020) and prototype concepts (Chen et al., 2019),
we show how interpretability can be achieved by design.
Our design draws direct connections between gold standard,
individual codes of human behavior and behavior ratings
derived from computer vision models. We test the perfor-
mance of ML-derived codes by estimating their agreement
with human ratings of youth behavior and our transparent
design allows for evaluation by concept.

2. Methods
This work is a part of a larger study. A detailed description
of our methods and analysis plan are outlined in a statistical
analysis plan (Lønfeldt et al., 2022).

2.1. Video data set

Children and adolescents (8-17 years) with (n=25) and
without OCD (n=12), who participated in a case-control
study and randomized clinical trial, completed a diagnos-
tic interview, the Kiddie Schedule for Affective Disorders
and Schizophrenia (K-SADS) (Puig-Antich & Ryan, 1986),
before inclusion in the study. The K-SADS is a semi-
structured interview used for early diagnosis of psychiatric
disorders in youth between the ages of 6 and 18 (Birma-
her et al., 2009). Participants in this study did not have
clinical nor subclinical tics nor hyperactivity. We sampled
30 seconds from the depression and mania portions of the
interviews resulting in 74 videos. The videos have not been
pre-processed. The diagnostic interview was video recorded
using a Sony video camera in the mental health center for
patients and a research unit for controls. The camera was
not placed in a uniform position in the room across partic-
ipants’ videos. All cameras were focused on the youth as
opposed to the interviewer, who only sometimes appeared
in the shot.

2.2. Behavior concepts: Coding Interactive Behavior
(CIB) adolescent version

The youth behavior in the videos was coded using the ado-
lescent version of the Coding Interactive Behavior (CIB)
manual (Feldman, 1998). The CIB is a global rating system,
in which items are scored from 1 to 5 and half-points can
also be assigned (e.g., 2.5 or 4.5). Higher scores indicate
higher frequency, duration and intensity of a behavior. Stud-
ies have demonstrated that CIB scores of children with and
without psychiatric diagnoses differ significantly (Feldman,
2012).
We chose 7 items from the CIB manual with focus on youth
behaviour and the relationship between the youth and the in-
terviewer as the concepts for our design. The items evaluate
youth engagement and emotional states, which are observ-

able in 30-second intervals. The items are inherently valu-
able, however they can also contribute to assessing youth
distress, therapeutic alliance and parent-child synchrony.

The chosen concepts with the corresponding definitions of
high scores are presented below:

• Gaze: The child consistently looks at the interviewer.
• Vocalization: The child speaks frequently, for a long

duration and can express themselves well.
• Positive affect: Signs include smiling, laughing, calm-

ness and seeming interested.
• Negative emotionality: Signs include expressions of

anger, sadness (yelling, cursing, crying).
• Activity-level/arousal: Talking quickly, loudly or

with vocal fluctuations, or high levels of body move-
ment and facial expressiveness.

• Anxiety: Explicit signs of nervousness i.e., darting
eyes, inexplicable enthusiasm, long silences, fidgeting,
sudden changes in emotion, anxious statements.

• Attention: The child is focused on the interview, co-
operates and gives relevant answers.

2.3. Behavior rating methods

2.3.1. HUMAN RATERS

Two mental health professionals (Raters 1 and 2), co-
authors, trained in using all the codes in the CIB on 3-minute
videos reached 89% percent agreement on a separate set of
videos. Raters 1 and 2 scored the behavior of the youth in
the clinical interview video samples using the 7 CIB items
previously presented. Raters used vision and audio to assign
scores. Due to the time-consuming process of the scoring,
each rater scored 44 videos in a random order. From these
44 videos, 14 videos were scored separately by both raters.
All the 74 videos were scored by either Rater 1 or 2. Raters
scored a batch of 7 videos at a time (the last session had
9 videos). The raters met and discussed codes after each
batch to avoid coder drift. It was attempted to blind raters to
diagnostic status and diagnostic interview chapter, but this
information is often indirectly available in the video.

2.3.2. MACHINE LEARNING METHODS

Through the use of behavior codes as concepts, we show
that interpretability can be achieved by design, Figure 1.
Face landmark detection and facial expression recognition
pre-trained models were used to extract features or to predict
youth expressions from the videos. It is worth mentioning
that the models have been trained on adults - not on children
or adolescents. Time-wise, the models are slow for longer
videos, however, pre-processing of the videos can be per-
formed in order to obtain the outputs faster.
For activity quantification, we detected the entire body pos-
ture and we created a motion heatmap based on the accumu-
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Figure 1. Methodology: Each video is fed into the models/algorithms which return different outputs. These outputs are further transformed
into percentages and are combined to describe the concepts.

lation of changed pixels over time.
Composite scores were created using the outputs from the
pre-trained models to match the concepts. The matching
was done within our interdisciplinary team including mental
health professionals.

Model descriptions

We used OpenFace (Baltrusaitis et al., 2018) for gaze
tracking and action units (AUs) extraction due to its open
source nature and performance. For gaze tracking, we
used the x and y eye gaze angles in world coordinates (i.e.
gaze_angle_x, gaze_angle_y where the angles are
in radians relative to camera position). For the facial expres-
sion recognition (FER), we used the Python package fer,
that is based on (Zhang et al., 2016; Arriaga et al., 2017).
The FER model predicts the classes: angry, disgust, fear,
happy, neutral, sad, and surprise with individual scores
that sum up to 1. Furthermore, the scores were multiplied
with 100 (as a percentage) and averaged over the frames
per each video. For activity, we detected the body posture
with focus on the upper-body of the youth with the help
of YOLOv5 (Redmon et al., 2016) and the anchor box co-
ordinates for the person class. We used k-means (Lloyd,
1982) to group the coordinates of the anchor boxes from
YOLOv5 since the interviewer was sometimes included in
the video frames. We manually selected the group corre-
sponding to the youth. For the motion heatmap (adaptation
of (Intel® IoT, 2022), (Kajabad & Ivanov, 2019)), we used
the OpenCV tools BackgroundSubtractorMOG (Godbehere
et al., 2012) and simple thresholding.
Details regarding the used methods are presented in Table 1.

Interpretable computed behavior codes

We define and compute the ML based scores of the concepts

as presented below. The scores have been computed for all
the 74 videos.

Gaze:
The camera position changes across videos and the inter-
viewer position is not visible in all videos, which makes
gaze estimation difficult (Tran et al., 2020). Due to this
hindrance, small video clips that reflect gaze were manually
extracted from the entire depression chapter for each partic-
ipant. We defined reflecting gaze as looking into the eyes
of the interviewer. These video clips were not extracted
by the mental health experts to avoid bias. A rectangle
was computed from all the minimum and maximum values
of the gaze_angle_x and gaze_angle_y over each
gaze extracted video clip. The final gaze score per video
was computed as a percentage of the number of gaze points
present in the gaze rectangle divided by the total number of
points (frames).

Vocalization:
For the vocalization, we used AUs related to the mouth
(Baltrusaitis et al., 2018) and defined presence as a minimum
intensity of 1. We defined no vocalization (0%) as presence
of the AUs 10, 12, 14, 15, 17, 20, 23, in which the mouth is
closed. Medium vocalization (50%) was defined as presence
of AU25 (lips part) while high vocalization (100%) was
defined as presence of AU26 (jaw drop). The vocalization
per video was computed as a weighted arithmetic mean as
follows:

Vocalization =
0% ∗ nl + 50% ∗ nm + 100% ∗ nh

Np

where, nl, nm, nh are the corresponding numbers of frames
where low, medium, and high vocalization are present.
Np is the total frames per video where presence is detected
(Np = nl + nm + nh).
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Table 1. For reproducibility purposes the used models/algorithms are presented along with the used hyperparameters.
Methods Type Concepts Hyperparameters
OpenFace Pre-trained model Gaze,

Vocalization,
Activity-level/arousal

Default using
FeatureExtraction

FER Pre-trained model Positive affect,
Negative emotionality

Default with mtcnn=True

BackgroundSubtractorMOG Algorithm Activity-level/arousal,
Anxiety,
Attention

cv2.threshold with
thresh = 1, maxval=255
and cv2.THRESH_BINARY

YOLOv5 Pre-trained model Activity-level/arousal,
Anxiety,
Attention

Default with yolov5n

K-means Algorithm Activity-level/arousal,
Anxiety,
Attention

k maximum
number of detected
persons in the video

Positive affect:
The happy class score from the FER model was used to
describe positive affect.

Negative emotionality:
The sad and angry class scores from the FER model were
used to describe negative emotionality. Since the two classes
are computed using the FER model, the values cannot be
100% for both classes at the same time. Thus, we decided
to report the maximum score of the two classes per video.

Activity-level/arousal:
We define activity-level/arousal as a composite score as
follows:

Activity-level/arousal =
Activity + Vocalization + cmax

3

where,
cmax = max(happy, angry, surprise, 100%− neutral)

Activity. We used a background subtraction method to get
a foreground mask per frame. We used a simple threshold-
ing and we chose a threshold of 1 to be conservative. We
accumulate the masks to obtain the motion heatmap such
that each motion heatmap has pixel values of 0 - 255. We
converted these values to percentages, 0% (0, low activity)
and 100% (255, high activity). The activity score is the
averaged value over all the percentages in the heatmap.

Anxiety:
For quantifying the anxiety, a composite score using fear
and disgust class scores from the FER model and activity
was used. We chose the highest percentage between fear

and disgust. The score for anxiety per video is computed as
follows:

Anxiety =
Activity + max(fear, disgust)

2

Attention:
We defined attention as a percentage composite score to
match the CIB definition.

Attention =
(100%−Activity) + (100%−Anxiety)

2

2.4. Evaluation

As an evaluation measure, we used the percent agreement
(McHugh, 2012). We used this measure as it is a standard
way to quantify interrater reliability in the context of CIB.

Percent agreement (%) =
number agreements

total number items
× 100

The total number items can be either the total number of
videos (percent agreement per CIB item) or the total number
of CIB items (percent agreement per video). In our analysis,
we only report the average of the percent agreement for
the videos. Agreements are defined as CIB scores with a
difference less than or equal to 1.
The scores computed by the ML methods are percentages
and are further transformed into corresponding scores from
1 to 5 with half-points. This transformation was performed
to match the human raters’ scores for a fair comparison.
To be certified in the CIB, human raters must attain agree-
ment of 85% with an expert across all items in the manual
and at least 13 videos with a length of 3 minutes.
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3. Results
Human raters had strong agreement for most codes (79-
93%), and the lowest agreement (64%) was obtained for
gaze, see Figure 2. ML performed well on negative emo-
tions, activity-level/arousal and anxiety where the agreement
between ML and raters was similar to that between raters.
ML performed reasonably on attention and positive affect,
but showed a drop in agreement for these two concepts com-
pared to that between raters. For gaze and vocalization, the
performance of ML was poor with agreements between ML
and raters ranging from 32% to 52%. The human raters in

Gaze Vocalization Positive aff. Neg. Emo. Act./Arousal Anxiety Attention
CIB items
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Comparison raters
Rater 1 vs. Rater 2
ML vs. Rater 1
ML vs. Rater 2

Figure 2. Percent agreement for human Raters 1 and 2 vs. each
other and vs. the machine learning approach (ML).
Abbreviations: positive affect (Positive aff.), negative emotionality
(Neg. Emo.) and activity-level/arousal (Act./Arousal).

this study achieved 83% agreement across all 7 CIB items,
see Table 2. In contrast, the ML achieved 17% and 7% less
agreement with the two raters, respectively. Human raters
did not reach the 85% agreement required for CIB certifica-
tion for videos in this study. The CIB manual recommends
rating a minimum of 3 minutes of interaction for global
codes (Feldman, 1998). In this study, only 30 seconds were
coded. If we remove the concepts for which the ML did not

Table 2. Average percent agreement over the videos
Comparison Percentage agreement
Rater 1 vs. Rater 2 83%
ML vs. Rater 1 66%
ML vs. Rater 2 76%

show good performance with the raters, the ML achieves
agreements across the remaining CIB items (positive affect,
negative emotionality, activity-level/arousal, anxiety and

attention), which is comparable to the agreement between
the two raters (Table 3).

Table 3. Average percentage agreement over the videos.
Dropped CIB items : gaze and vocalization

Comparison Percent agreement
Rater 1 vs. Rater 2 87%
ML vs. Rater 1 79%
ML vs. Rater 2 85%

4. Discussion
In this work, we achieved interpretability by designing mod-
els for individual behavior codes (concepts). These concepts
enable evaluation of agreement with expert human raters.
Building the framework on familiar concepts, gives behav-
ioral researchers or therapists feedback in an understandable
and actionable manner. For example, providing therapists
feedback on the mental state of patients could inform di-
agnosis, gauging clinical severity or therapeutic alliance.
Overall, the computationally-derived CIB scores performed
well, though lower agreement was found on individual items
as expected. The lowest agreement scores were obtained for
gaze, vocalization, and attention. Human-machine agree-
ment for activity-level/arousal was high despite these de-
pending on vocalization. Thus, using lip and jaw position
AUs or mouth movement increased agreement for activity-
level/arousal, but these AUs did not capture the concept of
vocalization. As human raters also use information from the
content and sound characteristics of speech to rate behavior,
a multimodal approach incorporating speech signals would
likely improve machine-human agreement. To obtain better
measures of gaze, uniform placement of video camera, in-
terviewer, and subject is recommended. Low video quality
is a limitation, and the low agreement between the human
raters for gaze must be solved before attempting to improve
the machine learning measures. Future work also includes
examining interpretability of the individual ML models.
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